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Keep everything neat and tidy on every construction site
PASCHAL has developed three practical and mutually compatible transportation 
boxes which ensure better organisation of the construction site, space-saving 
storage, and safe transport of small parts. The two lattice box pallets and the 
transportation box are perfect for storing and transporting system components, 
small parts and accessories. Ideal for use at the construction site, in the yard or in 
the warehouse – they simplify the entire logistics chain.

Loading aids

Benefits

· Quick, tidy and safe logistics

· Easy to transport with a crane or forklift truck

· Low storage space requirements

· Several boxes can be stacked on top of each other

· Admissible capacity of 1,500 kg

The four integrated compartments in the transportation box make 
the handling of numerous small and very small parts easy and more 
efficient. Tedious searching for parts becomes a thing of the past.

Well-designed lattice box pallets in two dimensions

Large and small parts can be stored and transported quickly, safely and 
transparently with the PASCHAL lattice box pallets. The classic lattice box pallet has 
outer dimensions of 1200 x 810 x 930 mm. A smaller version, measuring  
1200 x 810 x 460 mm, is also available. The large lattice box pallet includes a 
folding side section, making it easy to remove and fill with material,  
even when stacked or closed with a lid.

Neat and tidy storage and easy transportation

The transportation and lattice box pallets can be stacked on top of each other.  
That means that they take up less loading space in the truck and help reduce 
storage areas on construction sites and in yards. Integrated eyelets mean that they 
can be moved safely by crane. The boxes can also be transported by forklift or pallet 
truck.

The stacking pallets are perfect for transporting adjustable  
props and stacking pallets. They can be easily stacked on top of 
each other.

Transportation box facilitates efficient handling  
of small parts

The robust, hot-dip galvanised transportation box comes with different 
compartment sizes for small and very small parts, enabling parts to be clearly 
separated. In addition to three smaller, identical compartments, the transportation 
box also has a large compartment measuring 1.20 m in length. This means that 
even larger items, such as tie rods and UNI carbide scrapers, can be stowed away 
problem-free.

Stacking pallets perfect for forklift transport

The 120 x 80 cm hot-dip galvanised stacking pallets are ideal for space-saving 
storage and safe transport of adjustable props and stacking pallets. Thanks to the 
well-thought-out design and the integrated crane eyes, the pallets can be moved 
around easily at the construction site with a crane. In addition, the stacking pallets 
are perfect for transporting by forklift – thanks to the integrated forklift pockets 
underneath.

Large and small parts can be stored and transported safely and 
transparently with the Lattice box pallets.


